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Introduction 

The 285th session of the Salzburg Seminar, which addressed the subject of 

Preservation of Art and Architecture proved to be significant in several 

respects. This session was the first treatment of the subject of Historic 

Preservation in the history of the Salzburg Seminar, which was founded in 1947. 

More important, however, was the coincidence that East-West relations had 

radically changed in the six months prior to the June 1990 session, thus opening 

seminar topics to discussions of a number of vital new concerns facing former 

Eastern Bloc countries, some of whose representatives attended. Planners of the 

11-day seminar wisely began with the conceptual issues of philosophy and the 

general mission of preserving the world's cultural patrimony. Beyond these more 

scopic topics were explorations of more specific facets of the field such as 

legislation, design and project planning. 

Fifty-one Fellows were in attendance representing 30 countries. The seminar was 

organized around lectures by the distinguished faculty in morning sessions, 

afternoon meetings in which Fellows and Faculty participated in smaller group 

discussions organized around four principle themes. Unusual to this seminar were 

some 20 after dinner presentations made by Fellows on various topics, as well as 

3 field trips to Salzburg and its environs to observe contemporary Austrian 

preservation practice first-hand. Despite the great diversity of specialties and 

backgrounds of the Seminar's participants and the extensive variety of topics 

addressed, the unity of interest and purpose of the group quickly brought the 

participants to an intense focus on the issues. Of considerable importance were 

the warm relationships between attendants which developed during the seminar. 



This Salzburg Seminar was a remarkable gathering of talented people all linked 

by a common concern for the international issues of historic preservation. From 

the numerous discussions, friendships were forged based on mutual respect. There 

was consensus from the first meeting that the preserving of man's habitat, both 

the built and natural, will only grow in importance as we enter the next 

uncertain century. The hope of all is that the working relationships and 

friendships formed at this session will for many years play a great contributing 

role in helping to realize the vision of Historic Preservation. 

What follows are summaries of the nine lectures and four seminars given by the 
Faculty of the Salzburg Seminar Session 285. Also included is a precis of a 
summary of proceedings presented at the end of the Seminar by a group of Fellows 
plus mention of various special activities of the session including field trips. 
The Rapporteur takes responsibility for any errors or misinterpretations that may 
have occurred in the process of reducing these presentations to their summarized 
form. 



FACULTY LECTURES 



LECTURE 1. JAMES MARSTON FITCH: 

CURATORIAL MANAGEMENT OF THE BUILT WORLD 

As introductory lecturer, Professor Fitch effectively presented an overview of 

the field of historic preservation by addressing a number of its many facets; its 

evolution as a human endeavor, some special methodologies and some principal 

reasons for its existence. In offering a definition of the field, he referred 

to the title of his recently reprinted book. Historic Preservation: Curatorial 

Management of the Built World. He stressed that all people are in a position of 

being 'curators' of some aspect of the world's historic patrimony. 

Curatorial management can include a wide range of interventions ranging from 

simple maintenance to archaeological reconstruction—all such endeavors are part 

of historic preservation, or as some say, architectural conservation. Such 

labels, however, are really too narrow in their point of view since the larger 

mission is to preserve man's habitat, both the natural and the man-made 

environment. These issues are two sides of the same coin. 

It is clear that, historically, change has always been a factor in human 

development; but the rate of change has been so slow as to be imperceptible to 

the individual until the last few centuries. With the industrial revolution, 

change began to take on a steadily accelerating momentum until, in the twentieth 

century, it has become a dominant aspect of human experience. Change itself 

began to become identified with progress, as synonymous with progress. The Swiss 

architect Le Corbusier was an early ideologue of this new concept of change 

equals progress when, in his Citroen Plan of 1921, he called for the complete 

demolition of the Marais district of Paris and for the replacement of its 



Medieval pattern of small crooked streets and small crooked buildings with a 

broad, sky-scraper-studded park, laced with multi-laned highways and dotted with 

airfields. 

This supremely "rational" plan for the reconstruction of Paris was not carried 

out. But in the following half-century, it served as a prototype for the 

reconstruction of central urban districts around the world, especially after 

World War II. 

In fact, we can see the Corbusian philosophy applied to the post-World War II 

reconstruction of bombed central cities of LeHavre, Rotterdam and Dresden. Here 

planners saw the damage as being so irreversible that they bulldozed the entire 

centers, and replaced them with new "rational" street plans lined with faceless, 

a-stylar modern buildings. The result is a dull, motor-dominated, anonymous 

fabric which is neither French, Dutch or German. In other historic war-damaged 

cities--London, Nuremburg, Warsaw—we see another policy towards the past being 

put into effect. Here the old street patterns are preserved and the fragments 

of even severely damaged buildings being incorporated into the new streetscape. 

The dynamic results of this integration of old and new are very evident in the 

center of Nuremburg, in Warsaw's Stare Miasto and in the quarters around St. 

Paul's in London. 

This, in fact, is the historically correct way to repair damaged urban fabric, 

the way, with limited technological means, it was always done; and the reason why 

truly old cities are so endlessly rewarding to live in. 
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Failures in modern planning are evident from numerous examples throughout the 

world. Lessons learned from these failures include: 

1. Professionals, to achieve success, must acknowledge the layman's role. After 

all, it is the lay public which is being served by these planning schemes, and 

it will know best what is needed. Also, through his very ignorance of 

bureaucracies, the layman is more likely to fearlessly challenge them than the 

professional architect or planner-and they are therefore more likely to succeed. 

2. Each man-built environment is unique and therefore cannot be duplicated. The 

authentic variety of environments like the Stare Miasto district of Warsaw or the 

Marais of Paris or similar neighborhoods cannot be duplicated de novo, since 

their existence resulted from millions of individual ad hoc decisions which in 

their accumulated total are irreplaceable, and when lost, they are lost forever. 

3. The cost of the loss of the man-built environment and its replacement is 

incalculable. One measure of value is its energy value, measured in terms of 

B.T.U's (British Thermal Units). A human construct in the form of a building 

or a neighborhood can thus be described as a repository of billions of B.T.U.'s. 

Seeing the value of the built environment in these terms can only be helpful. 

Thus the saving of old buildings for extended or new use makes eminent practical 

and economic sense. 

4. Planners have seemed to care only about what a project would look like, only 

now are we learning that what new towns look like matters very little. The 'new 

towns' of Sweden, England and America are not new towns at all, since they would 
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die quickly if cut off from the cities which support them. Plans for cities like 

Brazilia and Chandigarh are in many ways elegant designs for impossible 

solutions. More successful are towns which naturally evolve, or which have been 

revitalized through regenerative growth, like a skin graft on burned tissue: the 

restoration of the historic Faneuil Hall area of Boston, Massachusetts, proved 

to be a regenerative factor in the entire quadrant of the city. What was learned 

here was the importance that such historic places have in the hearts and minds 

of the citizens. 

5. Historic preservation must strive to maintain the population of the historic 

district as well as the district itself: otherwise we face a form of embalmment 

as one can see at the archaeological reconstructions at 18th century Williamsburg 

in Virginia and the medieval reconstruction at Carcassone. 

6. Preservation has made the past respectable. Previously, only historians and 

a dedicated few cared. Now preservationists have to protect the past from the 

sort of abuse as seen in the pastiche historicism recently employed by the so-

called Post Modernist architects. 

Historic preservation must be interdisciplinary and must work to further the 

goal of a common language. Education in this field is fast solving this problem 

since numerous universities now offer interdisciplinary programs in the subject. 

In addition, a much larger number of courses are now available to all, from the 

layperson to the professional. Education and experience create a better 

understanding of all levels of intervention in historic preservation including 

simple preservation, restoration, reconstruction of vanished structures and 
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adaptive use. 

The field has greatly evolved from the days of the 19th century pioneers like 

Eugene Viollet-le-Duc to its more complex present state. Today we face a greater 

range of challenges: the threats of uncontrolled development; inexpert 'high-

tech' intervention and environmental pollution. Indeed, we are on the threshold 

of a very challenging and exciting epoch, full of promise and terrifying dangers. 
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LECTURE 2: FEDERICO MAYOR 

INTERNATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ISSUES AND THE ROLE OF UNESCO 

UNESCO, which was founded after World War II to serve the cause of peace by 

promoting international co-operation in the fields of education, science, culture 

and communication, has been involved in cultural heritage preservation issues for 

over 45 years. The Organization does its utmost to fulfill its mission to help 

protect humanity's cultural heritage against the dangers threatening it worldwide 

by normative action aimed at setting up an appropriate legal framework, through 

operational activities and scientific and technical action. Today 161 

countries from all the regions of the world are members of Unesco-it is hoped 

that the United States and the United Kingdom will soon rejoin. 

Although there exists throughout the world a greater awareness of the cultural 

heritage than ever, and action for its conservation has significantly increased 

in recent years, there is no cause for complacency. The natural causes of 

deterioration or loss are intensified by: 

1) threats to archaeological sites from civil-engineering projects (dams, roads, 

etc.) and by deep ploughing; 

2) damage to historic towns by uncontrolled industrialization and unplanned urban 

growth; 

3) the effects of air pollution on historic monuments; 

4) the illicit traffic of works of art and archaeological objects. 

One of the fundamental ways in which UNESCO contributes to the protection of 

cultural heritage is through the preparation and implementation of standard-

setting texts which have had a considerable impact on improving legal protection, 
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organization of administrative services, technical preservation, as well as 

international cooperation. International conventions for the protection of 

cultural property, which not only establish rules that States are expected to 

observe in their relations with each other, but also define principles and 

standards that should govern the protection of cultural heritage at the national 

level, have been adopted by UNESCO. Among them was the Convention for the 

Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict drawn up 

following the extensive damage and destruction to monuments and historic sites 

during World War II and adopted in The Hague in 1954. 

With limited funds available for preservation work, it is evident that a choice 

has to be made and priorities established. Funding by the international 

community should obviously focus on those parts of cultural heritage which are 

of outstanding interest. The World Heritage Convention was drawn up precisely 

for the purpose of identifying those very special parts of the cultural and 

natural heritage of nations which should be preserved as part of the world 

heritage of mankind as a whole and to provide a permanent framework for 

international cooperation. To date, 111 Member States are parties to the 

Convention and so far 322 sites in 69 States have been listed. Details on the 

Criteria for listing and the nomination process and other information on the 

World Heritage program can be obtained from UNESCO. 

Halfway through the lecture, a member of Dr. Mayor's staff presented a series of 

slides on a number of cultural sites, illustrating the type of sites included on 

the World Heritage List in recognition of their "outstanding universal value" and 

showing some sites for which UNESCO had provided technical advice. 
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Dr. Mayor resumed his presentation with observations on the preservation work 

carried out at several of the sites presented. International assistance 

(technical expertise, provision of equipment, support for training programs in 

conservation, as well as financial support) can be made available under the World 

Heritage Fund which financed aid to the sum of $1.4 million in 1989. 

Other ways in which the Organization works with Member States for the 

safeguarding of their cultural heritage is through international campaigns which 

are aimed at complementing and assisting national initiatives for preserving 

cultural sites and monuments. Following the international rescue campaign for 

the temples and tombs of Ancient Nubia, launched in 1960, which the international 

community supported generously with financial contributions and assistance in 

kind, 30 other campaigns were initiated. One of the best examples is seen in the 

complex effort to save Venice, following the severe flooding of 1966 to which 

UNESCO has contributed for nearly 25 years. Action by the Italian authorities 

working in cooperation with UNESCO and with other organizations has resulted, 

inter alia, in the adoption of special laws on the safeguarding of Venice, the 

restoration of a vast number of historic buildings and works of art, and 

significant progress in the fight against air pollution and flooding. Another 

example is the campaign to save the archaeological site of Carthage which was 

threatened by urban development. Teams from 10 countries took part in the 

archaeological exploration of the site and documented many aspects of the history 

of ancient Carthage and work is currently underway to install a national 

archaeological park on the site. 
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In addition to providing support under the international campaigns, UNESCO also 

assists in other major conservation efforts. A recent example is the help 

provided in diagnosing the condition of the Sphinx which was scanned using 

ultrasonic devices. 

A development which threatens the protection of works of art and archaeological 

objects in the unprecedented growth in their illicit traffic. Since many of the 

stolen objects and those looted in clandestine excavations cross national 

borders, this is a area in which states have to work together and UNESCO assists 

in fostering cooperation. In 1970 the Organization adopted the convention on the 

means of prohibiting and preventing the illicit import, export and transfer 

of ownership of cultural property, which established a system of international 

cooperation to combat illicit trafficking in cultural property. UNESCO also 

cooperates with other organizations in exploring ways and means of extending 

international protection and this work has resulted in the preparation of other 

texts which, if approved by the international community, would facilitate the 

recovery of cultural property. 

UNESCO has also responded to the need for greater dissemination of information 

on preservation issues by publishing a series of technical manuals, in which 

particular emphasis has been placed on the techniques of conservation of both 

movable and immovable cultural property and on the basic technical problems of 

museology. 

Finally, in view of the lack of suitably qualified personnel which continues to 

be a serious obstacle to the conservation of heritage almost everywhere, UNESCO 
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provides support to a multitude of study courses and training centres in 

different regions of the world. 
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LECTURE 3: JOHN JULIUS NORWICH 

THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

In discussing the role of the private sector in historic preservation, Lord 

Norwich spoke on the history of the British National Trust as an example of a 

national effort, and the initiative to save Venice beginning in the 1960s, as an 

international example. 

The British National Trust was founded in 1895 by Sir Robert Hunter, Octavia Hill 

and Cuthbert Rawnsley; its original purpose being to save the English 

countryside. In its nearly 100-year existence, the organization has grown to 

a membership of some 2 million, and now owns more than 1 percent of the interior 

of Britain, and more than 10 percent of its coastline. Among the seaside 

properties which possess important architectural sites are Bodiam Castle and 

Lindisfarne Castle, the later of which is inaccessible during high tides. 

A special characteristic of the National Trust is that it owns all its 

properties. These presently number some 250 houses, most of them bequeathed to 

the Trust a financial endowment for their continued support. Owners often donate 

to the Trust because they can no longer maintain their property. Before 

acceptance, the Trust makes a feasibility analysis of the potential Trust 

property, which includes a careful review of cost considerations for upkeep, 

which often can be very substantial. Donors are encouraged to remain in 

residence--the Trust prefers that its properties should be homes rather that 

museums. 
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A wide range of house properties is owned by the National Trust and all are open 

to the public, with Trust members receiving various entrance privileges. Among 

the many described by Lord Norwich were Igtham Moat (Kent), a 14th-century 

fortified manor house, Hardwick Hall (Derbyshire), a source of some challenging 

interior decor preservation problems, Petworth House (Sussex), Stourhead 

(Wiltshire) with its magnificent landscape gardens, and Kedleston Hall 

(Derbyshire), the grandest of National Trust properties, and Wightwick, an 

example of the English Arts and Crafts style. 

Many National Trust properties have important historical associations, such as 

the country houses of Winston Churchill and Benjamin Disraeli. The Trust also 

protects other special types of historic properties which include industrial 

sites, battlefields, bridges and ruins—even a saloon in Belfast. 

There is no code of operation for the numerous Trust properties. National Trust 

staff maintain and present each property individually. The organization receives 

no assistance from government, and therefore enjoys the lack of government 

interference. 

In order to enhance the visitor experience, the National Trust is encouraging 

innovative public activities as means of interpretation, such as plays, theatre 

and musical performances, even balloon ascents. A number of activities are 

planned for school children and a program called Acorn Camps provides 

opportunities for young people ages 15-24 to assist at sites in diverse 

activities such as clearing woodlands. The Royal Oak Foundation is a branch of 

the British National Trust at work fundraising in America, with some 90 percent 
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of its proceeds going to Trust properties. 

The effort to save Venice is a prime example of the private sector at work in 

historic preservation on an international level. 

The key to understanding Venice is to comprehend the role of its the surrounding 

lagoon which in all occupies some 500 square kilometers. The peculiarities and 

significance of the lagoon were always appreciated by the Venetians. The complex 

problems posed by the actions of the lagoon today are but part of the story, with 

new threats to the city coming now from the land, sea, air and tourism. As a 

result of increase in the average sea level, channelization of the lagoon, for 

large ship passage and change in the local water table caused by well-drilling 

on the mainland, a battery of extremely menacing and costly to remedy threats 

face the city of Venice. At great jeopardy is the stonework of which Venice is 

built; it has deteriorated severely since the industrialization of the nearby 

mainland during this century. Some 50,000 tons of airborne sulfuric acid are 

produced each year, a quantity of which damages the city. These dangers are 

currently being addressed by a number of promising solutions. Of all the perils 

of Venice, air pollution and its long term effects remain perhaps the most 

intractable. 

On November 4th and 5th, 1966, tidal floods inundated the streets of Venice with 

as much as seven feet of water, causing desperate destruction to the city's 

historic buildings. This devastation and the resulting effort to save Venice 

from the floods and their numerous assaults probably did more to advance the 

cause of the international preservation movement than any such previous event. 
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LECTURE 4: VLADIMIR SLAPETA 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

The history of the historic preservation movement in Czechoslovakia is manifest 

in the work of some of the country's leading architects who have practiced over 

the past 100 years, but must also be viewed in light of the treatment of the 

historic architectural patrimony of the country under Soviet rule following World 

War II. 

Preserving old buildings in Czechoslovakia began with the work of Pavel Ignac 

Bayer who adapted and rebuilt a large number of old buildings in the early 18th 

century. The formative years of the Modern preservation movement, however, are 

roughly coincidental with the work of early masters of modern architecture. Josef 

Plecnik, who studied under Otto Wagner, moved from Vienna to Prague to direct the 

School of Architecture between the years 1911-21. His later work as a 

practitioner included a subtle restoration with some new design work at Prague 

Castle between the years 1922-25. A hallmark of his restrained design approach 

there was his demonstration of how monumentality in architecture can be attained 

at a relatively small scale. 

Successor to Plecnik was Pavel Janak, whose work showed some Cubist influence. 

Among his most important projects are his annex to Chellen Palace in 1926, in 

the rehabilitation of the Belvedere, one of the best Renaissance buildings in 

Prague, and his work at Castle Star, star-shaped and originally inspired by the 

designs of Vincenzo Scamozzi. 
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Jaroslav Fragner, a designer in the early International Style created new forms 

for old surroundings. An example is his design for the new Administration 

Building at Charles University in Prague. 

Following World War II all architects' offices were disbanded. Under Soviet rule 

the practice of architecture was controlled by the state. Architects were 

appointed under the direction of a political officer. Under this new system, a 

group was organized to deal exclusively with the reconstruction of buildings and 

urban complexes. Known as Studio 'R' , this group of practitioners had more 

freedom of expression than architects working strictly on new buildings. During 

the 1960's this activity was taken over by the State Institute for the 

Reconstruction of Historic Towns. 

Various projects shown as examples of Czech restoration and reconstruction in the 

past 40 years include: 

1. Furstenburg Gardens, with its Matthias Braun sculpture restored by the office 

of Surpmo. 

2. The Church of the Virgin Mary at Most, built with a very rare stone material, 

was moved 600 meters to a new site in the 1970's. 

3. A square in Prague with a City Archive building, originally designed by J.B. 

Fishcer von Erlach, restored in the late 1970's and early 1980's. 

4. Troya Palace in Prague by J.M. Mathey, to become the City Museum of Prague, 

completed in 1990. 

New designs for historic contexts are an important tradition in Prague with one 

early example being the National Theater in 1865 by J. Zenek. One of the most 
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difficult design projects has been an acceptable design for a new City Hall in 

Prague, for which many competitions have been held over the past 80 years. 

More modern architecture has been restored in Czechoslovakia than probably 

anywhere. Some key modern landmarks that have undergone restoration include: 

1. The Spa building in Lubacovice designed by Dujan Jurkovic. 

2. Topic Publishers House and PRAHA Insurance Company designed by Orvald 

Polivka. 

3. Various examples of Cubist (Expressionist) architecture which fit well within 

the context of Old Prague. 

4. The Museum Gallery, originally designed as the Prague Fair Palace by Oldrich 

Tyl and Josef Fuchs. 

5. The Mueller House, Prague, designed by Adolf Loos. 

6. The Tugendhat House in Brno by Ludwig Mies Van der Rohe. 

The astounding quantity and quality of fine historic architecture in 

Czechoslovakia has survived relatively intact despite the various threats to it 

over the past half century. While work in historic preservation continued from 

World War II until now, it was often done with less reverence than it might have 

had. There is much hope that due to the recent political changes, preservation 

work in Czechoslovakia can continue on a higher level. 

Re-establishing the incentive to private architectural practice in Czechoslovakia 

will also be a serious challenge since at present there appear to be so many 

other priorities. Issues pertaining to property ownership, property values, 
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building regulations, standards and other controls, and shortages of money and 

materials pose difficult obstacles which must be overcome. With the country 

now openly accessible to the pressures of modern development and tourism, the 

challenges to preservationists are greater than ever. 
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LECTURE 5: APELE CHATFIELD-TAYLOR 

ISSUES IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

If one looks in detail, the complex field of historic preservation has an 

infinite number of issues with which to deal. Many of the issues can be 

categorized under six general broad topics. The categories are: 

1. Inventory 

2. Preservation Intervention 

3. Research & Technology 

4. The Role of Stewardship 

5. Education 

6. Financial Needs (for all of the above) 

In dealing with all these issues, striving for quality is of the utmost 

importance. Experience has shown that some preservation interventions are done 

well and some are done poorly. The better interventions almost always involve 

planning appropriate new uses for historic properties and the use of restraint. 

Insuring the preservation of the fragile character-defining elements of a 

building poses one of the greatest challenges to preservationists. One important 

lesson learned in recent years is that when restored buildings are made to look 

like new, they have often lost their character. Historic preservation is best 

when it is invisible. 

Successful new design for historical contexts will always pose problems for 

preservationists, especially the architects. Robert Venturi, one of the fathers 
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of architecture in America, spoke to this point when he said, "Design review 

prevents bad design, but also prevents new design." 

The 'grass roots' origins and nature of the historic preservation movement has 

presented a variety of new opportunities in the political arena. However, one 

must not confuse the popularity of the movement with success. Twenty five years 

ago one would often hear from property owners, "How dare you list my property for 

protection!". Today, one is more likely to hear, "Where were you when I needed 

you?". It seems that even the staunchest supporters of preservation criticize 

us because of the limitations of preservationists. Indeed, while very much work 

has been done, there will always be more to do. 

The environmental movement is the natural ally of preservationists. One wonders 

why these two forces did not form an alliance years ago. The reason may well be 

that both movements had a built-in reluctance to give up the traditional focus 

and inflexibility of their respective approaches. 

The pressures on the field of historic preservation today require a new need for 

patience, especially in dealing with some preservation efforts done over the past 

50 years. Examples range from our treatment of Abu Simbel to ordinary warehouse 

renovations. Among the greatest lessons learned is that the quality of our 

interventions, especially our knowledge of how to intervene, get better with 

time. This is all the more reason to 1) record our interventions and, 2) make 

them reversible. 

The global concern for historic preservation represented at this Seminar, with 
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30 countries represented, indicates that this is indeed a global issue. In this 

context it is worth noting that significant changes in the field have taken 

place. Considerable progress has been made in methodologies for handling 

preservation projects, the scope of involvement has vastly increased, 

preservation education has widely improved, and government roles have greatly 

expanded. While preservationists play an increasing role at all levels of 

government, decisions made in governments in this area usually remain 

reactionary, and not visionary. 

Funding for historic preservation activities has been perhaps the greatest 

challenge of all, and probably always will be. The annual budget of the Federal 

government of the United States for historic preservation equals approximately 

the cost of building about 10 miles of interstate highway. Lobbying the U.S. 

Congress for historic preservation funding is a daunting task, since competition 

for numerous other services such as medical and education must also be 

accommodated. 

Tourism does provide money but this activity can sometimes trivialize the sites 

it features. In this question of invaders and invadees, the ends probably 

justify the means. The financial benefits of tourism are important to the 

overall effort, since many preservation activities are unprofitable. 

Profitability, on the other hand, often has little to do with why we preserve old 

buildings and sites. John Kenneth Galbraith probably summarized the situation 

in most instances best when he said, "Saving an old building is never really 

profitable...but it is always worthwhile." 
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Preservation is best when it- is invisible. It has been said that there has been 

more destruction in the 20tli century than in the history of the world, and more 

damage to the environment in the past 30 years than in the last million years. 

Our task for the future is to break out of the present system. We must recognize 

that preservation is a key discipline, and a major device for dealing with the 

coming age. We should be inspired by Rachel Carson's lesson when she coined the 

term 'ecology' some 30 years ago. Now it appears to be the number one word world

wide. 
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LECTURE 6: MARILYN PERRY 

PHILANTHROPY IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

Philanthropy, as the Greek form implies, has been a noticeable human endeavor at 

least since antiquity. Translated literally it means 'the love of man' and 

refers to his practical benevolence toward others. Today, 'sponsor' and 

'charity' mean essentially the same as philanthropy, with the key to all such 

terms being that the act is always voluntary. 

In the Western world of the twentieth century, the sources of philanthropy can 

be generally categorized as follows: 

1- The Individual through donations of a gift, usually money, although this may 

also include 'in kind' service such as time volunteered or provision of a 

professional service. 

2. Foundations, formally structured not-for-profit organizations that donate and 

sometimes raise funds for charitable activities. 

3. Service and Advocacy Organizations of concerned citizens who volunteer their 

time and resources for defined benevolent purposes. 

4. Corporations involved with regular commercial activities that may make 

charitable contributions. These may be purely philanthropic and can also reflect 

a desire to be associated with particular "good causes" in the public mind. 

Historically, philanthropy has been a fundamental aspect of life in the United 

States, since as an immigrant nation it historically had no landed aristocracy 

or similar government authority to take care of its people. As a result, 
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generosity from the citizenry towards their institutions has evolved to the 

present system which is almost unique in the world today. Impressive examples can 

be seen in the philanthropic actions of great early industrialists such as Andrew 

Carnegie who provided Carnegie Hall in New York City and libraries throughout 

America and similarly generous philanthropists such as Henry Ford, John D. 

Rockefeller and J. Paul Getty by creating charitable foundations-that is, 

donating money to a permanent trust, to be used for charitable purposes. These 

individuals established philanthropies or organizations that continue today as 

permanent memorials. 

More recently, major corporations like International Business Machines (IBM) and 

the American Express Corporation have begun to follow the patterns of sponsorship 

established by the early industrial giants. Businesses often set aside a small 

portion of revenue as an in-house foundation, to make charitable contributions. 

Throughout the world, one can observe the benefits of the 'moral authority' which 

results from volunteer effort. During our deliberations here at the Salzburg 

Seminar we have witnessed impressive examples of this type of endeavor in India, 

Sweden, France and elsewhere. Among the many examples at both the individual and 

organizational levels are, for example, neighborhood programs that identify and 

help to preserve locally important historic buildings; advocacy groups like 

Italia Nostra, which defends preservation and environmental issues in Italy, or 

institutions as the Municipal Art Society in New York City, which addresses a 

variety of civic art, architectural and historic preservation issues through 

exhibitions, lectures, publications, etc. 
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At the international corporate level, the first great sponsor of historic 

preservation was the Olivetti Corporation in Italy, which has restored major 

Italian monuments such as the Brancacci Chapel in Florence and Leonardo's Last 

Supper in Milan. One desirable return for most corporations is in favorable free 

publicity, a benefit that is becoming increasingly recognized. 

The story of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation offers a case study of American 

philanthropy in art and preservation. Established in 1929 by the successful 

variety store merchant Samuel H. Kress, the Kress Foundation initially collected 

great masterpieces of European art and distributed them to museums throughout the 

United States for the benefit of public enjoyment and education. More than 3000 

works of art, including 1400 old master paintings were included in the Kress 

donation, with approximately 400 pictures given to the National Gallery of Art 

in Washington, D.C. 

Already in the 1930's, the Kress Foundation also supported various art and 

architectural conservation projects in Europe. Examples of Kress restorations 

from 1930-1960 include funding for the restoration of the Ducal Palace in Mantua, 

Byzantine Churches in Athens and Istanbul, the Cathedral in Nuremberg, the Ponte 

della Trinita over the Arno in Florence and Marie Antoinette's private rooms at 

the Palace of Versailles. 

Since 1963, Kress Foundation scholarships for art historians and art conservators 

have had an inestimable impact on training in art history in the United States. 

Other programs have benefitted related areas. The Foundation currently donates 

over $2 million annually. 
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The Foundation's support for art conservation includes scientific research into 

better conservation materials and methods, and on-site projects. Examples 

include the restoration of the Church of the Pieta in Venice and its Tiepolo 

frescos, and the restoration of the facade of S. Petronio in Bologna. 

Over the last 20 years, in concert with the World Monuments Fund, the Kress 

Foundation has had direct involvement with architectural conservation and related 

training at sites in France, Ireland, Italy, Spain, Turkey and the USSR. 

Examples include the Roman gateway to the ancient city of Aphrodisias in Turkey, 

the frescos in the Dome of the Invalides in Paris, Romanesque wall paintings in 

Narni, Italy and the 13th century polychromed portal at the church of Sta. Maria 

al Mayor in Toro, Spain. 

Also in concert with the World Monuments Fund, the Kress Foundation has now 

established a European Preservation Program to offer support in three phases of 

conservation work: 1) Initial surveys; 2) assistance with an integral phase of 

a project and 3) project completion. 

Other Kress Foundation activities in the area of architectural preservation 

include its support for publications. Donatello at Close Range, (1987), a 

scientific look at stone cleaning, is an example of a technical report. An 

important book made possible by Kress funding was The Razing of Romania'a Past, 

(1989), which helped draw world attention to destruction of Romania's historic 

cultural patrimony during the Ceaucescu regime. The Foundation also contributed 

to Venice Expo 2000, a publication that drew attention to the potential calamity 

of staging a major international Exposition in the city of Venice. 
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Although private philanthropy for historic preservation will always be limited, 

such funding has several distinct advantages. It is usually less bureaucratic 

than government funding. It encourages practical and often innovative 

approaches, and the finest quality of work. It is concerned, in the highest 

sense of the word, with public benefit. The Kress Foundation provides a cogent 

example. 

More can be learned from the various annual reports that describe its activities 

in detail. The key point is that philanthropy, at least as it applies to the 

preservation of man's artistic and architectural patrimony, makes not only good 

moral and practical sense, but also very good business sense. 
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LECTURE 7; MARK HAMPTON 

RESTORATION OF HISTORIC INTERIORS 

The restoration of interiors of historically and architecturally significant 

buildings poses some of the most challenging questions in the field of historic 

preservation. Such projects are often quite complex from a technical point of 

view, and to add to the difficulty, one is constantly confronted with 

philosophical issues. 

The restoration of the ground floor public rooms of the White House in 

Washington, D.C., was a particularly challenging project due to the complicated 

history of the building. Because the original interiors of the White House were 

lost when it was burned by the British in 1812, it was impossible to restore the 

interiors to their original state. A second radical intervention occurred in 

1902, when McKim, Mead and White, Architects, essentially reconstructed the 

entire interior. While some early building fabric was reused in the interiors 

of McKim, Mead and White, virtually all extant interior fabric as of that time 

was at least temporarily dislocated. A number of changes to the 1902 

reconstruction subsequently occurred, such as the addition of an entrance 

vestibule which contained a Tiffany glass screen, and unfortunate modernizations 

made in the 1950's which clashed stylistically with the existing architecture. 

In 1961, First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy initiated a thorough restoration of the 

White House which paid particular attention to interior furnishings and fittings. 

The interior restoration under Mrs. Kennedy represented the first serious 

approach toward interpreting the historical significance of the White House as 
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both an architectural landmark and the residence of Presidents of the United 

States almost since the founding of the Republic. 

The result of this interior restoration is generally thought to be an 

architectural and interior design success. The present occupants and the viewing 

public seem to be pleased. However, does the sort of 'pastiche' approach we were 

forced to use here satisfy the concerns of the 'restoration purist"? The answer 

may well be "no". This answer should not be surprising. However, given the 

architectural history of the White House, a clear-cut solution to satisfy the 

restoration purist is a virtual impossibility. The restoration of many historic 

interiors, (and most are far less complicated than the White House), must bravely 

confront these seemingly irreconcilable design and philosophical problems in 

order to proceed. These types of projects are quite unlike those at other great 

American Houses such as Parlange Plantation in New Roads, Louisiana, or 

Montgomery Place in Annandale, New York, where completely 'intact' historic 

interiors were simply be preserved 'as is'. 

A restoration approach somewhat similar to that used at the White House was also 

used at Blair House, which dates from the late 1820's, and the adjacent Blair Lee 

House. Both are special guest and reception houses near the White House in 

Washington, D. C. used for state occasions. Part of their "historic" quality is 

what occurred in the buildings--not their decoration, which was always changing. 

In New York City at Gracie Mansion dating from 1799 and the home of mayors of the 

city since 1942, considerable architectural, archival and archaeological research 

was conducted before the restoration. Here, too, while many questions were 
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answered, a quantity of aesthetic restoration decisions had to be made due to 

lack of certain historical evidence resulting from general radical renovations 

which occurred at the site. 

The restoration of the Villa Aurelia, a property in Rome belonging to the 

American Academy, posed similar challenges. Originally built in 1650 as a 'villa 

suburbana1 by the Cardinal Girolamo Farnese, it was almost completely destroyed 

in the Battle for the unification of Italy led by Giuseppe Garibaldi in 1849. 

Consequently, restoration to any pre-19th century period was not an issue. As 

a result, the decision was made to provide a respectful interior re-design which 

preserved extant plaster, used historically appropriate color schemes, while, 

also, where possible, maintaining significant changes over time. The challenge 

was to accommodate a new program of use while respecting the existing fabric and 

design of the building as well as could practically be accomplished. 

Where new interior design intervention is required in any historic interior, it 

must be done in an informed manner, with taste, and above all, with discretion. 

While it may be discomforting to some, and even hard to understand, many 

difficult and sometimes controversial decisions must be made by restorers of 

historic interiors in an effort to bring a property back to an aesthetically 

acceptable state of utility. If need be, the results of such decisions might be 

rationalized as becoming a necessary part of the history of a building. 
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LECTURE 8: NICCOLO' PASOLINI PALL' ONDA 

COMPARATIVE LEGAL ISSUES IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

Legislation for protecting the cultural patrimony in each country is fundamental 

to that country's hope for safeguarding its past, although the true effects of 

such legislation are often incalculable. However well administered and enforced, 

legislation for the preservation of cultural heritage has in most countries 

produced amazingly successful results. 

In the Western World, legislation for the preservation of historic or sacred 

sites is known to have existed in Antiquity, with the roots of modern legislation 

in some cases, dating from the Renaissance. Since the 14th century, much 

tempering of man's general appreciation and valuation of art has occurred through 

changes in social attitudes as reflected in the law. 

The evolution of common law, especially as concerns property rights and 

valuation, can be traced through milestones in the history of European 

jurisprudence such as the English Magna Carta. These and numerous other 

incidents in legislative, church and social history in Europe, form a sort of 

'pre-history' to legal approaches developed from the first quarter of the 19th 

century. In concert with some of the antiquarian interests of the time in 

recording and preserving old buildings and sites, a number of principles, if not 

laws, were established which form the basis of modern legislation for historic 

preservation. 
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Today's preservation legislation in Italy, for instance, -is based in its 

traditional interests in and means of protecting historic sites, and in recent 

years has evolved to include financial incentives such as grants, loans, and 

special tax considerations for preservation projects. 

Many European legal principles, including those for preservation, are not known 

and used in the United States. Most European legislation is restrictive, where 

laws are to be officially upheld with violations subject to some form of penalty. 

While America also has such laws, in recent years especially, there have been 

provisions for historic preservation legislation based on incentives. The various 

tax incentive and abatement programs in the United States not only encourage 

historic preservation, but also discourage acts of anti-preservation. Examples 

of this are seen in both the tax incentives and disincentives provided in Section 

2124 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Such laws are actually very progressive and 

have no real European counterparts, since the American legislation includes 

somewhat different considerations for both ownership and private property rights. 

A schedule of comparative taxation relative to historic preservation in various 

countries reveals several interesting facts such as: 

1. The Italian incentives consist essentially of deductibility of maintenance 

and conservation expenses from the assessable income of the owners, exemption 

from inheritance taxation, transfer of real estate and objects of cultural 

interest to the to the state in lieu of payment of taxes. 

2. The French system is very similar to the Italian, but, the amount of 
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deductibility in France is proportional to the number of days the monument is 

open to the public each year. 

3. In Great Britain opening to the public is encouraged since income derived 

from tourism including sales of tickets, postcards, souvenirs, food and drink, 

is considered deductible from the annual income of the estate. 

4. The U.S. system uses different incentives, totally unknown in Europe: tax 

credits, moratoriums, freezing assessments, current use assessment, accelerated 

depreciation of the expenses, disincentives to demolition. All encourage 

preservation and never serve to limit free disposability of the landmark. 

It is not surprising that the legal aspects of historic preservation, especially 

when various countries are compared, are complex. What may be surprising, 

however, is that while much improvement can still be made, the fundamental legal 

tools for historic preservation are in place in all countries of the Western 

World and, for the most part, work amazingly well. 

As President of the Associazione Dimore Storiche Italiane organization in Italy, 

Mr. dall' Onda also explained the purpose and some of the activities of the 

organization. Founded in 1976, the Historic Houses Association of Italy 

recognizes that private owners are the key to general historic preservation in 

Italy. Each of its 15 regional sub-organizations, has its own President and 

Council, and the work of each group is done in cooperation with the 

Soprintendenze per i Beni Culturali e Ambientali. Membership is extended to 

individuals and groups including corporations. Although active members of the 
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Association number 2,500, the principal goal of the Association is to give advice 

to owners of the 32,000 listed properties in Italy, and to owners of an even 

greater number of unlisted properties. 
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LECTURE 9: BONNIE BURNHAM 

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROJECTS 

The myriad components which comprise a prospective historic preservation project 

require careful consideration and organization into a sound and efficient 

implementation plan if results of a high quality are desired. The experience of 

the World Monuments Fund in the last 25 years has proven that careful planning 

of all phases of a preservation project, especially the initial project planning 

and construction phases, is essential. 

Preservation project planning is dependent on a variety of issues, including a 

thorough knowledge of the 'as-found' condition of a site or object, the original 

builder's intentions and a site's social and architectural significance. Such 

aspects of a site or object may be considered intrinsic features. 

Extrinsic planning considerations include issues pertaining to budget, project 

scheduling, the development of construction documents, technical procedures, and 

eventually interpretive and maintenance plans for the restored site. The 

successful coordination of the intrinsic and extrinsic factors of a preservation 

project, plus the inevitable other 'special' considerations, are critically 

dependent on vigilant management by experienced personnel through the complete 

cycle of work. 

The World Monuments Fund, (formerly known as the International Fund for 

Monuments), gained its first widespread recognition after November 1966 when the 

organization participated in the effort to save Venice after a tidal flood which 
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inundated the streets of the city in over 7 feet of water. Over the next several 

years a number of preservation projects were developed by the World Monuments 

Fund in Venice, such as the complete restoration of the Scuola Grande di San 

Giovanni Evangelista, which included a new flood water protection system, and the 

restoration of the great cycle of paintings by Tintoretto at the Scuola Grande 

di San Rocco. Work on the latter resulted in the establishment of the first art 

conservation laboratory in Venice. The establishment of an architectural 

conservation laboratory in the Abbazia della Misericordia followed. Other work 

in Venice included the restoration of the Church of the Pieta, where Vivaldi was 

music master, and of the upper floor of the Scuola Canton, located in the Ghetto. 

The church of San Pietro di Castello was restored as a project of WMF members 

from Los Angeles, California. A similar project was undertaken by the WMF and 

its affiliate, the Comitato Italiano, for the restoration of paintings at San 

Giovanni in Bragora. 

WMF's work in Venice continues to this day, but considerable efforts have been 

made elsewhere in the world, dating to the founding of the organization in 1965. 

Two such projects include work to establish an archaeological park and related 

conservation efforts at Easter Island, and restoration of a rock-hewn religious 

complex at Lalibela in Ethiopia. 

The earthquake in Mexico City in 1985 marked the beginning of WMF's involvement 

there. This led to the establishment of the Fundación Mexicana, now a WMF 

affiliate, situated in a restored building in Puebla, Mexico, housing its own 

educational and laboratory facilities. In addition to establishing Mexico's 

first conservation training center, two other projects have been accomplished to 
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date: the removal and restoration o£ earthquake-damaged murals from the 1920's 

by the artist Diego Rivera, and the restoration of an important Mexican Baroque 

courtyard at the Convent of the Merced in Mexico City. 

A principal goal of WMF is to bring to a higher level of recognition artistic and 

architectural treasures which are under-appreciated, forgotten or which are in 

some way threatened. Criteria for WMF's consideration are that a site must be 

recognized as historically or architecturally significant by listing in a 

country's registry of historic places, that work carried out must be done within 

the framework of the appropriate local authorities, and that WMF must join in a 

cooperative agreement with a host country partner in the host country whose 

purpose it is to assist in fundraising and to help guarantee the future 

preservation of the site. 

The restoration of a miraculous survival of 13th century architectural polychromy 

at an entrance portal to Sta. Maria la Mayor Church in Toro, Spain is an example 

of uncovering the forgotten. Largely as a result of its enclosure by later 

construction, this rare, if not unique, early sculptural polychromy survives, 

though it had been covered by some 7 layers of overpainting. All layers of paint 

at the portico were threatened by the deleterious effects of a paint binder 

applied to the surface in the last 100 years. Thus the decision was made to 

remove the 7 subsequent layers to preserve the precious early polychromy. For 

this project WMF is providing approximately 70 per cent of the funding, and 

the work is being done in cooperation with the Fundación Gonzalez Allende in 

Spain. 
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A similarly challenging technical operation is underway in the cleaning of the 

portal of the Romanesque church of St. Trophime at Aries, France. The 

painstaking cleaning of encrusted soot and dirt from the richly sculpted surface 

is being done by a local conservation team under the direction of the 

Conservation Regionale des Monuments Historiques. 

Elsewhere in France, WMF is supporting a comprehensive planning effort to 

preserve and present the ruins of the Chateau de Commarque near Perigord, which 

includes as part of the site important troglodyte cave paintings dating to the 

12th millennium B.C. 

Over the years, the WMF has come to appreciate the role of careful project 

planning. This approach has tended to characterize the initial phase of all WMF 

projects since 1987. Two examples of several such plans are a Master Plan for 

the Restoration and Expansion of St. Ann and the Holy Trinity Church in Brooklyn, 

New York, and a Preliminary Report on Conservation and Presentation of the Angkor 

Temple Complexes, Cambodia. Careful project planning for the St. Ann's Church 

was critical because a of complex materials conservation program involving 

sandstone, wood and very important stained glass. This plan also included 

adaptive use designs for the church to double as a center for performing arts. 

Angkor Wat, dating from the 8th through the 11th centuries is the largest of the 

jungle ruins of Southeast Asia. The quantity of ancient masonry to be restored 

at this vast site presents a daunting task for conservators and future managers 

of the site. Here the role of preservation planning is especially obvious. 

Part of the planning work for both St. Ann's and Angkor has been performance of 
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an initial demonstration project at a discrete but representative portion of each 

site. In the case of St. Ann's, an entire flank of the entrance elevation was 

restored as a 'pilot project'. At Angkor, restoration of the Preah Khan Temple 

is scheduled to begin in 1992. 

With some 11 WMF projects underway at almost any given time, one may ask, "How 

can it be done?" The answer is, with great effort and patience...and always with 

proper project planning. 
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SEMINAR A 

TOPIC: MECHANISMS FOR PROTECTION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SEMINAR LEADER: BONNIE BURNHAM (USA) 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Zeynep Ahunbay (Turkey) 
JoAnn Cassar (Malta) 
Hubert de Commarque (France) 
Samuel Galadima (Nigeria) 
Victor Kondov (Bulgaria) 
Wojciech Kowalski (Poland) 
Dagan Mochly (Israel) 
Anastasia Papioannou (Greece) 
Andras Petravich (Hungary) 
David Slattery (Ireland) 
Pavel Toplak (Yugoslavia) 
Zaydoon Zaid (Jordan) 
Hiltrud Zehrl (Austria) 

By citing and analyzing the principal mechanisms and incentives affecting 

contemporary preservation practice, participants in this seminar developed a 

background for outlining some future directions for historic preservation 

throughout the world. After examining the impact of the key international 

conventions on the subject such as the Hague Convention, the World Heritage 

Convention, and the 2nd Venice Charter, issues of special concern were discussed 

in the presentations of various workshop participants. 

The principal themes which formed the agenda of the workshop were: 

1. A current preservation status definition 

2. Overviews of benchmark preservation activities and spurs to the movement 

3. A listing and categorization of problems in the field today 

4. Discussion of lessons learned and their applicability to future planning 
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5. Consensus on a global strategy for protecting the built environment 

Presentation by fellows which complemented the principal themes of discussion 

were: 

1. The Restoration of the Dublin Customs House by David Slattery, Architect, 

where issues were discussed ranging from sophisticated technical concerns to the 

social, political and economic realities of restoring monumental buildings in an 

urban environment. 

2. Conservation Efforts in the Dordogne, France by Hubert de Commarque, a model 

project where holistic analysis of a site in France near Lascaux treated a wide 

variety of issues ranging from the preservation and presentation of troglodyte 

cave dwellings to ruins conservation and adaptive re-use of Mr. Commarque's 

ancestral home, a castellated chateau dating from the 12th century. 

3. Restoration in Malta by JoAnn Cassar, Conservator, where fragile 'in-situ' 

archaeological remains are being conserved and presented as perhaps the oldest 

free-standing monuments in the world today, dating from prior to 4,000 B.C. 

4. Restoration and Adaptive Use on the Island of Simi, Greece by Anastasia 

Papaioannou, Architect, who in her work showed great sensitivity to preserving 

the character-defining aspects of Greek Island vernacular architecture, while 

also providing a number of subtle solutions to the growing problems of tourism. 

5. Preservation Issues in Hungary by Andras Petravich, where opportunities for 
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the reuse of former privately-owned historic houses were discussed. 

6. Adaptive Re-usc of a Castle in Ljubliziana, Yugoslavia by Pavel Toplak, where 

modern designs and materials were sensitively used in the creation of a 

contemporary art museum. 

During the course of the seminar, some topics discussed at length included the 

problems of neglect, inexpert intervention, cultural identity, threats to the 

environment, inadequate administrative procedures, legal protection, lack of 

appreciation, the hazards of tourism, economic incentives and the overall issue 

of better channeling resources toward more effective results. In response to 

these issues, an outline of some principal directions for the historic 

preservation field was articulated as follows: 

1. The man-made environment includes three categories of structures as defined 

in the 1973 World Heritage Convention: 

a) Buildings and their settings 

b) Groups of buildings 

c) Sites 

This concept provides the basic physical context for all preservation concerns. 

2. The protection of the man-made environment is an interdisciplinary process. 

All the resources of a country or community, including scientific, financial, 

educational and planning mechanisms, should support preservation of the man-made 

environment. 
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3. The intention of restoring and preserving the man-made environment is to 

safeguard it as historical evidence. 

4. To achieve the goals of preservation, integrated planning is necessary, 

incorporating cultural, educational, and related development agencies such as 

those committed to tourism and urban planning. 

5. Tourism often generates cultural, physical and environmental problems for 

normal preservation objectives. As there are no legal means to address these 

problems, administrative procedures should be adopted. Including the following: 

a) Integrated planning to harness the resources of tourism to support the 

preservation of the man-made environment 

b) Orientation of tourists by means of interpretive centers, the expansion 

of tourism areas, promotion of alternative sites and the rerouting 

of tourists through towns 

c) Diminishing the number of tourists through control of organized tours 

6. To prevent modifications to the man-made environment that are inconsistent 

with the aims of preservation, careful building and planning controls must be 

exercised. This can be achieved through the following mechanisms: 

a) Identification and listing of significant buildings, groups of 

buildings, and sites 

b) Professional supervision of planning and intervention 

c) Legal protection 

d) Financial incentives that encourage preservation, such as tax 

incentives, subsidies, use of conservation easements, and the creation 
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of revolving funds for use at qualified preservation projects 

7. Laws protecting the man-made environment should be modified to effect an 

absolute concordance between the interests of owners and of buildings, groups of 

buildings, and sites. This can be achieved through the following: 

a) Simplified wording of laws and legal concepts 

b) Implementation based on the notion of shared responsibility between the 

owner and the state in preserving the man-made environment 

c) Stronger sanctions, where necessary, for violations of laws providing 

legal protection of historic sites and objects 

The above framework for the preservation of the man-made environment relies on 

expanding the education of professionals in the field as well as the public, and 

on enhancing support in the form of technical assistance, public recognition and 

financing. 
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Debashis Nayak (India) 
David Park (U.K.) 
James Sazevich (USA) 
Isabel Stuebe (USA) 
Kirby Talley (Netherlands) 

The accomplishment of historic preservation projects and the proper presentation 

of these sites constitute the heart of the preservationist's role. The wisdom 

of preserving the cultural heritage has, over the years, gained enormous popular 

support, which, while adding to the complexity of the activity, has also greatly 

expanded the basis for both its support and future directions. 

This seminar focused on the 'front-line' social, economic and environmental 

issues relative to the field of historic preservation by examining the following 

topics: 

1. Public interest 

2. Types of preservation projects 

3. The role of philanthropy 

4. The role of the state 
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5. The practical advantages 

6. Successful methodologies 

7. 'Packaging' projects 

8. Legislation 

9. Transferability of lessPns learned 

While there are countless variables when one considers the history of a monument, 

its condition, the site's potential as a worthwhile and viable project, and the 

means for accomplishing the task, the majority of historic preservation projects 

are similar in many ways, as are the means for their accomplishment. When the 

desire to preserve is coordinated with means to save a site, and both respect 

appropriate project parameters, then a basis is prepared for successful 

intervention. From this basis, the application of knowledge, efficient 

methodology, appropriate technology and effort results in the completed project. 

All of these points and their relationship to public understanding, were 

discussed in this seminar, which used the following among its sub-themes: 

1. The historic house 

2. The historic center 

3. Vernacular architecture 

4. The artistic monument 

The Historic House 

Several examples were cited where large houses, in particular, were restored or 

adaptively used as a result of public interest and effort. These examples, 

whether they be the Schloss Leopoldskron in Salzburg, a country house in England, 
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a chateau in France or a villa in Italy, represent a unique situation with regard 

to its history, present appearance and use, and its future preservation 

requirements. The role of preservationist as project facilitator, conservator, 

curator and interpreter has few parallels in other professions. 

The Historic Center 

Making old cities accommodate 21st century needs is a special and complex 

problem.- Modern demands of historic town infrastructure almost always pose 

expensive and serious threats to the built environment which constitutes a town's 

architectural character. These challenges must be effectively met so that 

historic town centers can continue their vital economic and social roles. 

Examples used to illustrate these concerns included discussion of preservation 

in European cities such as Prague, Vienna, Warsaw, Leipzig, London and Paris, as 

well as cities in America such as Boston, Savannah and San Antonio. It is in 

this context that legislation, such as the Malraux Laws in France and the 

National Historic Preservation Act in America were passed in support of historic 

preservation concerns. The public must become more aware of legislation as a 

valuable tool. 

Vernacular Architecture 

Often strongly associated with issues of cultural identity, the vernacular 

architecture of a country or region presents itself as a special concern which 

complements the issues of larger scale urban conservation. Vernacular 

architecture occurs in urban contexts but is more often seen as an integral part 

of a rural setting. For this reason, new issues arise in addition to preserving 

the vernacular building, such as preserving the scenic qualities of a site. Of 
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all the activities in the historic preservation field today, the concerns of 

preserving vernacular architecture in rural settings bear the most direct 

affinity to larger environmental and ecological concerns. This is a very 

important issue to demonstrate to the public, which has yet to recognize 

buildings as a major environmental concern. 

The Artistic Monument 

The isolated architectural monument, or portion thereof, is another facet within 

the spectrum of possibility in historic preservation. Examples are the 

Brandenberg Gate, the Salzburg Dom, or a component of a larger artistic 

construct, such as the Sistine Chapel ceiling. Preservation of the 'artistic 

monument' traces its roots to the founding of historic preservation as a separate 

discipline. Often involving a concentration of sophisticated technical and 

procedural concerns, preserving high level artistic achievements referred to here 

as 'artistic monuments', tends to reflect the embodiment of advanced theory and 

contemporary professional practice in historic preservation. Such projects 

usually have high public visibility. 

Topics presented by fellows which amplified the various subthemes of this seminar 

were: 

1. Historic Centers in Czechoslovakia by Martin Krise, which stressed the role 

of the historic site inventory, the importance of saving special historic 

architectural qualities and the unusual opportunities in Prague for preserving 

over 100 modern architectural landmarks. This presentation also delved into the 
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new situation in Czechoslovakia regarding flew claims to ownership of properties 

assumed by the state after 1949. 

2. Preservation in Kalmar, Sweden, Etc. by Barbro Larson, which demonstrated a 

'grass roots' effort to save a medieval castle from destruction by a development 

scheme. The presentation also showed the effective adaptive use of urban 

architectural fabric, as well as a water tower converted to a residential 

structure, as examples of how government, the private sector and developers can 

reach consensus on how to preserve historic buildings for the common good. 

3. Preservation in Amsterdam by Kirby Talley, where after a presentation of 

various successes in preservation in Amsterdam, a current proposal was described 

which calls for the installation of a subway system branch beneath an important 

historic district which may well have serious deleterious effects on historic 

building foundations. 

4. Restoration and Revitalization at Chatillon-sur-Saone, France by Isabel 

Stuebe, where the Friends of Vieilles Maisons Francaises, an American not-for-

profit foundation has funded the purchase and restoration of several key 

buildings in this Renaissance village and established a training center for 

craftsmen. The restored buildings serve as shops for local crafts, a tea room, 

and housing for craftsmen. A medieval masonry tower has also been restored and 

is today a symbol of pride for the town. 

5. Restoration of the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin by Michael Cullen (guest-

speaker) perhaps the most timely and famous current restoration effort underway 
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at the time of the seminar. This presentation reviewed the technical 

considerations of preserving the monument today in light of its history as a 

triumphal arch since the late 18th century. 

6. Restoration of the Neues Museen in Berlin by Martin Muschter, describing the 

challenges of restoring a great 19th century museum complex to serve 20th century 

museum needs. Is it more important to restore the historic fabric and decor of 

the building, or to adapt it to more contemporary museum standards, especially 

as regards presentation of the collection? 

7. Historic Research and Preservation in St. Paul, Minnesota by James Sazevich, 

who described the rewarding experiences of an amateur historian in tracing the 

early history of a neighborhood and creating a sense of local pride. 

8. Preservation of Mural Painting in England by David Park, discussed several 

different types of projects and the difficulties of generating attention and 

funding. 

9. Historic Preservation in Calcutta by Debashis Nayak, was a dramatic story of 

generating excitement for historic structures in an economically depressed area. 

10. Preservation of the Town of Loket, Czechoslovakia by Martin Krise, where a 

buffer zone has been created to separate the historic town from modern commercial 

and residential development and a bypass is planned to divert truck traffic from 

passing through the old streets of the town. There is interest in restoring or 

rebuilding old houses within the ancient walls of Loket; however, state funding 
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encourages the building of new housing rather than preserving the old. 

11. Preservation in Tallin, Estonia by Juhan Maiste, where the historic city has 

survived because of the lack of development due to State ownership. Several 

examples of careful restoration were described, including the rehabilitation of 

a gothic church as a gymnasium. 

12. Restoration of the Gothic Abbey of St. Antoine, France by Isabel Stuebe, 

site of a major Friends of Vieilles Maisons Francaises campaign for the 

restoration of recently discovered medieval wall paintings. The village of St. 

Antoine is the focus of a multi-million dollar preservation campaign by the 

French Government of the 1990's. 
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LECTURE C: HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

SEMINAR LEADER; VLADIMIR SLAPETA 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Zeynep Ahunbay (Turkey) 
Avishai Ben-Abba (Israel) 
Maria Isabel Costa (Portugal) 
Johnathan Eaton (USA) 
Feral Eke (Turkey) 
Ignacio Espanol-Echaniz (Spain) 
Marion Meek (UK) 
Voula Mega (Greece) 
Anna Naruszewicz (Poland) 
Mustafa Olgun (Cyprus) 
Mihai Opreanu (Romania) 
Jan Otava (Czechoslovakia) 
Taddesse Tamrat (Ethiopia) 

All preserved historic sites have their attendant economic and technological 

considerations. These issues often evolve apart from the 'idea' or reason for 

preserving existing buildings, and usually serve as means toward the end goal of 

preserving man's cultural patrimony. 

Placing values on historic preservation is difficult, if not impossible, 

especially if one attempts to quantify intangibles such as aesthetics, 

authenticity and historical significance. Hence, the calculation of a 

replacement cost for a lost historic site is impossible. On the other hand, the 

built environment, however historic, is limited, and is therefore a depletable 

resource. The logic of conserving this resource has a growing appeal throughout 

the world today, with economic considerations always being inextricably linked 

to the issue. 

The viability of saving historic buildings requires examination on a case by case 
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basis. This question is closely related to planning for the extended or new use 

of a building. Future use considerations, in turn, rely heavily on the 

resourceful planning of technological interventions and procedures for the 

preservation project. These forces, among others, must all be coordinated and 

successfully resolved to accommodate the physical act of preserving an existing 

building. When this is successfully accomplished, a building or site is again 

placed in a state of utility; albeit forever changed, but with extended life. 

The reuse of entire complexes of historic buildings has proven to provide even 

greater economic benefit, since the preservation of ensembles usually offers 

greater commercial opportunity. Preservation at such a scale, which may include 

large urban areas, also allows for a more visible sense of cultural identity, 

while also providing a better 'sense of place' or orientation for its users. By 

extension, the sum total of a country or region's historic art and architectural 

patrimony, is in large part the definition of that country or region's cultural 

identity. 

Case studies presented during this seminar on "Preservation and Economic 

Development" included the following: 

Reconstruction of Stare Miasto, Warsaw by Anna Naruszewicz, where the rationale 

of the faithful reconstruction of this sizable historic district in the center 

of Warsaw was explained. The reasons to reconstruct Stare Miasto went beyond 

mere nostalgia, to issues of preserving Poland's national identity. The 

procedures for reconstruction of the district were described, and some problems 

faced today regarding misuse, interpretation and maintenance were discussed as 

questions of how to preserve a relatively recent architectural reconstruction. 
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Restoration of Modernist Architecture by Jan Otava with Vladimir Slapeta. Ludwig 

Mies van der Rohe's Villa Tugendhut in Brno, Czechoslovakia, was described in 

detail as an example of the increasing challenges to be faced in restoring and 

preserving 20th century architecture. The Tugendhut Villa restoration relied on 

a wealth of historical data including surviving working drawings by the Master 

Architect. Despite this, obtaining perfection in restoring the building's unique 

construction detailing proved to be extremely difficult due to the cumbersome 

administrative process used for the restoration and the problems replicating the 

work of its original craftsmen. 

Preservation in Turkey by Feral Eke, explained the development of the present 

organizational structure for administering some of the 3,000 historic properties 

throughout the country. All historic buildings and sites are grouped into one 

of four categories based on historical and architectural significance. These 

categories guide the type of intervention allowed at each listed building, 

district or site. The economic revitalization of the old Port of Ismir was used 

as a case study to demonstrate how government assistance to upgrade the 

infrastructure of the town was key to its recent commercial revitalization. 

Preservation in Northern Ireland by Marion Meek, provided an overview of the 

variety of architecture in Northern Ireland, in particular domestic forms, and 

problems of their preservation. Concerns facing preservationists in Northern 

Ireland range from basic technical issues, related building materials, to complex 

questions of modern social and historical values placed on properties having 

strong association with British occupancy of the region. 
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Preservation in Portugal by Maria Isabel Costa, outlined the architectural 

heritage of Portugal and efforts toward its preservation including a program to 

recruit architects, engineers end art historians to work with municipalities to 

preserve areas of historical interest. 

Cultural Tourism in Greece by Voula Mega, discussed the role of tourism in Greece 

dating from the Grand Tours of the 18th century, and how tourism today in Greece, 

while having various benefits, must be more effectively controlled. Recent 

statistical analyses of tourism in Greece are providing important guides to 

solving the problems of mass tourism at both historical and natural sites. Of 

prime consideration are the roles that tourist subsidies for maintenance play, 

and the problems of preserving and presenting monuments and sites as tourist 

attractions. 

Preservation in Ethiopia by Taddasse Tamrat, discussed building traditions of 

Ethiopia and some successes of national and international preservation efforts, 

such as the restoration of the Lalibela religious complex. 

Some Preservation Concerns in Spain by Ignacio Espanol-Echaniz, was a report on 

economic resources and their application to preserving the man-built patrimony 

of Spain. Concerns for the tourist's image of the country and current attitudes 

towards history are important issues in the country's current preservation 

efforts. 

Preservation and New Design in Jerusalem by Avishai Ben Abba, presented the 

successes of a neighborhood preservation effort at the Vake district in the 
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Southern part of Jerusalem where design controls and careful planning have 

resulted in the preservation of the architectural integrity of a turn of the 

century historic residential district. 

Preservation and Economic Development by Mustafa Oigan, dealt with the question 

of economic theory as applicable to the conservation of cultural heritage. Using 

as a model Abraham Maslow's theory of the hierarchical elite, a case was made for 

the idea of trying to show that cultural heritage can be seen in terms of a cost-

benefit analysis. Maslow's theory rests on man's interest in satisfying his 

needs, identifiable in five (5) levels ascending from the physiological to the 

egotistic and ultimately to self-actualization. A primary goal in the 

preservation of cultural heritage should be to raise people's position upward on 

Maslow's hypothetical model to higher levels of awareness and participation in 

the world conservation effort. 
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SEMINAR D: FROM THE MONUMENT TO THE DISTRICT: 

EVOLVING ISSUES IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

SEMINAR LEADER: APELE CHATFIELD-TAYLOR 

PARTICIPANTS: 

Fatima Ago (Turkey) 
Branka Dimitrijevic (Yugoslavia) 
Srdjan Djuric (Yugoslavia) 
Ioannis Epaminondas (Greece) 
Artur Kostarczyk (Poland) 
Alona Lifshitz (Israel) 
Daniel McNeill (U.K.) 
Valdimir Stoev (Bulgaria) 
Ivan Vavrick (Czechoslovakia) 
Aysil Yavuz (Turkey) 
Ali Zeyadeh (West Bank) 

The evolution of the field of historic preservation in the past 40 years has a 

number of important subtexts which must be understood in order to fully 

appreciate present preservation policy. In the relatively new field of historic 

preservation, we are at a juncture in time where it is fruitful, if not 

necessary, to examine in retrospect the roots of the field, the social-historical 

contexts in which policy and the various benchmark activities occurred, and the 

subsequent development of these issues. Four (4) key facets of the field form 

a framework for analysis: 

1. Policy and Administration 

2. Inventory 

3. Education 

4. Support 
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Policy and Administration 

Government policy in the vast majority of instances is reactive. Popular concern 

for preservation of the cultural patrimony in most countries usually has stemmed 

from catastrophes such as natural disasters, or any of a number of examples of 

man's disrespect for the built environment. In recent times the common sense 

political appeal of historic preservation as an agenda at all levels of 

government has gained considerably--though more would be welcomed. Whatever the 

stimulus, government policy (legislation) for historic preservation is informed 

by the background of the issues to be resolved, and usually includes provisions 

for administrative solutions to problems as understood at the time. The 

phenomenal development and success of nearly all facets of the field has, in many 

cases, required revision of prior legislation, since methodologies, scopes of 

involvement, and reactions to policy, develop greater sophistication. 

The enhancement of existing legal infrastructure for modern and future 

preservation policy planning is a central issue in the field today. As always, 

an important ingredient in policy planping is an understanding of lessons learned 

elsewhere. 

Inventory 

Preservation policy and its implementation rely on an understanding of the 

resources on hand to be preserved. Hence, field surveys and inventory work are 

critical. The objectives of inventories are often quite similar, while the 

methodologies of the inventory process can vary widely. The authentic variety 

of objects and sites should give shape to each inventory process. The passage 

of time only enhances the worth of an historic object or site, a fact which 
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underscores the significance of proper documentation when it occurs. 

Defining criteria for the listing of sites, ranging from the individual monument 

to an entire historic district or town, are of critical importance, as are the 

issues of who performs the survey, and why it is being done. An ever present 

challenge to the inventory process is to cite the special qualities or character-

defining elements of the objects or sites being examined. 

Education 

The development and accomplishments of the field of historic preservation are 

directly related to qualitative contributions made by its formally trained 

professional constituency. The practical appeal of historic preservation is 

universally acknowledged at this time, providing a supportive climate and a need 

for the trained professional. Some specialties within the profession are in fact 

sub-specialties of the more orthodox fields of law, architecture, landscape 

architecture, art conservation, etc. 

The wide purview of the field of historic preservation allows great opportunity 

for specialization which at all levels must necessarily acknowledge the value of 

and need for an interdisciplinary approach. The numerous educational programs 

which offer degrees, or at least course offerings, in the subjects which have 

developed since the mid-19601s, now more than ever, serve the needs of a field 

which can be viewed as a specialty in its own right. One distinct quality of the 

field is its shared ideology regarding the curation, and not the creation, of the 

built environment. 
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The vast range of concerns of the preservationist requires a synoptic view in 

approaching issues, from which special considerations can be treated as required. 

Thus, proper education for the preservation professional runs the gamut from 

generalization in the subject to some level(s) of specialization. With regard 

to opportunities in the field, for which education plays such vital part, one 

danger that will not be faced is that too many buildings will be saved, thus 

destroying the 'market' for future professionals. 

Support 

The increasing popular support for historic preservation as a human endeavor has 

risen dramatically in the last 25 years to represent substantial global concern. 

Improved communications, transportation, international trade practices and 

tourism have provided an awareness to a constituency of supporters worldwide who 

are drawn to causes ranging from the specific, such as saving an individual 

monument, to the general, such as saving a district, a town or even an entire 

country's historic patrimony. Public support for a preservation cause is vital 

and the value of its influence is often inestimable. Financial support is more 

quanitfiable, and due to the widespread needs and the vast sums involved, offers 

an ever present and daunting challenge. There is no specific answer to the 

question of financial support for historic preservation. The general location 

of the answer, however, lies in the fact that where there is moral support for 

the preservation cause there exists at least the potential of financial support, 

either by donation or taxation. 

In addition to the general discussion among seminar Fellows and faculty over the 

above mentioned topics, several Fellows made presentations which followed the 
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progress of the seminar's subthemes. Included among those presentations were: 

Historic Preservation in Prague by Ivan Vavrick, which focused on the process of 

preserving the cultural patrimony of the city since World War II, and the changes 

which are currently underway as a result of the new democratization process. 

Building Preservation in Yugoslavia by Branka Dimitrijevic, where architectural 

inventory work in the towns of Bosnia and Herzegovina was shown to result in 

sound preservation planning at a national level. Several examples of successful 

rehabilitation were presented including houses, commercial buildings and a 

mosque, all in Sarajevo. 

Vernacular Architecture Preservation in Yuqoslovia by Srdjan Djuric, examined the 

issues of vernacular architectural conservation en ensemble, including 

restorations of several monastery complexes including one near Mt. Athos. 

Preservation in Ireland by Daniel McNeill, addressed inventory purpose, procedure 

and related concerns. Also shown were several examples of successful 

preservation efforts involving conservation areas, and adaptive use projects. 

An Adaptive Re-use Proposal for an Electrical Power Plant in Haifa, Jerusalem by 

Alona Lifshitz, where a scheme for re-using an industrial facility as a museum 

called upon the designer's careful consideration of the requirements of the 

present owners and prospective users, while also providing a viable and 

respectful rehabilitation. 
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FELLOWS' PRESENTATIONS 
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EVENING PRESENTATIONS BY FELLOWS 

SPEAKER SUBJECT 

DESIGN AND PRESERVATION IN 
THE URBAN CONTEXT 

June 26 John Julius Norwich 
James Marston Fitch 

H.R.H. the Prince 
of Wales on 
New Design for Cities 
(videotape) 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE 
PRESERVATION 

June 27 Ioannis Epanminondas Preservation at the 
Athenian Acropolis 

Voula Mega Greek T h e a t e r 
Types & P r e s e r v a t i o n I s s u e s 

'GRASS ROOTS' PRESERVATION 
EFFORTS 

June 28 Avishai Ben-Abba Neighborhood 
Preservation in Jerusalem 

Debashis Nayak 1 Grass Roots' Preservation 
Efforts in Calcutta 

PRESERVATION TECHNOLOGY 

June 29 David Slattery Stone Conservation at 
Dublin Customs House 

JoAnn Cassar Stone Conservation in 
Malta 

World Monuments Fund Restoration of the 
Citadelle in Haiti 
(videotape) 
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EASTERN EUROPEAN PRESERVATION I 

June 29 
Juhan Maiste 

Victor Kondov 

Architectural History and 
Preservation in Estonia 

Architectural History and 
Preservation in Bulgaria 

ASPECTS OF PRESERVATION CONSCIOUSNESS 

July 1 Mustafa Olgun 

Aysil Yavuz 

Nature and Architectural 
Preservation in Northern 
Cyprus 

Using Historical Context 
as Architectural Decor 

ART CONSERVATION/MUSEOLOGY 

July 3 David Park 

Kirby Talley 

Alona Lifshitz 

Mural Conservation Efforts 
in Great Britain 

Ethics in Conservation 

Museum Design and 
Interpretive Planning in 
Israel 

EASTERN EUROPEAN PRESERVATION II 

Anna Naruszewicz 

Artur Kostarczk 

Vladimir Slapeta 

P r e s e r v i n g the 
Reconstruction Work of 
Stare Miasto, Warsaw 

Research and Preservation 
in Gdansk 

Czech Functionalism 
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EASTERN EUROPEAN PRESERVATION III 

July 4 Branka Dimitrijevic Preservation in Magiaj, 
Yugoslavia 

Mihai Opreanu Architectural Heritage 
of Romania 
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SITE VISITS 
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SITE VISITS 

During the course of the 11-day Seminar, various architectural tours were offered 

which related to the session theme, Preservation of Art and Architecture. In 

addition, Fellows were free in the their spare time to visit the many 

architectural marvels of Salzburg and its immediate environs. 

Tour 1: Schloss Leopoldskron 

At an initial gathering of the Fellows on the first day of Seminar, Carl Schmidt, 

Director of the Salzburg Seminar, gave an overview history of Salzburg and 

Schloss Leopoldskron, followed by a tour of the Schloss. Mrs. Josephine Said, 

Librarian, presented an overview of the holdings of the Salzburg Seminar 

reference library, emphasizing a collection of books, monographs and periodicals 

specially assembled and indexed for use at this session. 

Tour 2: Toskana Trakt, Etc. (Salzburg) 

A walking tour to Salzburg by way of a late Gothic Nonnberg Convent focused on 

recently completed adaptive use portions of a palace adjacent to the Kapitelplatz 

dating from 1665. This building, which was previously used as a post office 

facility, is now the library for the Salzburg Art History Insititute. On 

observing this state-of-the-art rehabilitation, the tour proceeded to the 

Festival Precinct for a tour of Toskana Trakt, the palace of Archbishop Wolf 

Dietrich, who was responsible for modernizing Salzburg to Late Renaissance 

designs in the early 17th century. Restoration work in progress was observed 

including the adaptive use of non-significant spaces to become offices and the 

restoration of significant spaces for public use. Of particular note were 
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recent discoveries of fine ceiling frescos, thought to be the best examples of 

their time north of Italy, and a gallery of fresco maps of the then-known world. 

Other details observed at the Toskana Trakt included architectural elements 

attributed to Dietrich's architect, Vincenzo Scamozzi. 

Tour 3: Schloss Klessheim 

A guided tour of Schloss Klessheim and its grounds, located southwest of 

Salzburg, allowed discussion of the intended use of the Schloss as a facility for 

the commemoration of the 200th birthday anniversary of the birthdate of Mozart. 

Originally designed by the famous Baroque architect J.B. Fischer von Erlach in 

the late 1690' s, the Schloss was constructed by others over a period of 

approximately 50 years. The tour included a nearby small house known as 'Hoyos-

Schlossel', which was constructed under Fischer's direction. 

Plans for the adaptive use and the expansion of the Scholss Klessheim by 1992 for 

the large crowds of visitors expected to attend the Mozart exhibition stimulated 

discussion among participants at the Seminar on the role of tourism in historic 

preservation, and how the modern demands of tourism can be successfully 

accommodated. 

Tour 4: Salzkammergut Lake District 

A day trip through the Salzkammergut lake district east of Salzburg provided an 

important background for Fellows on the historical and environmental context of 

Salzburg. The coach tour provided an overview of the geology of the region, its 

prehistory, and more recent settlement patterns. 
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Stops along the way included Hallstatt, originally an ancient Celtic settlement, 

the 15th century church at St. Wolfgang, where Michael Pacher's masterpiece 

altar was viewed, and Mondsee, the site of one of the oldest communities in 

Austria. 
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FELLOWS' CONCLUDING SESSION 
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FELLOWS' CONCLUDING SESSIONS 

As is customary, a summary of proceedings is organized and presented by the 

Fellows on the final day of the Salzburg Seminar. Under the chairmanship of 

Marion Meek, all Fellows were polled for their suggestions of the most salient 

issues presented during the Seminar. The results of this survey were organized 

in 2 parts under 16 headings, and presented by Fellows elected among themselves. 

The first part of this session dealt with key issues, and the second part dealt 

with topics for consideration in planning future Salzburg Seminars relating to 

the preservation of art and architecture. 

I: Key Issues 

1. The Importance of Cultural Identity in Preservation Work by Taddesse Tamrat. 

Architecture and the arts are what largely constitute the cultural identity of 

a place. Cultural heritage which is specific to a place or country may not be 

as easily identifiable in some parts of the world as others. Many of the non-

European societies, for instance, have national identities which are readily 

attributable to a specific place or country. Whether cultural identity is 

specific to a place or is part of a more homogeneous whole, our task as 

preservationists is to enhance and preserve this identity. To this end, 

historic preservation as a nationally sanctioned activity with the activity 

itself having a national image must be encouraged to develop further. 

Especially in parts of the world where cultural identity is in serious peril, 

both its tangible remains and its related spirit of cultural identity must be 
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restored and safeguarded. The question is "How to do this?" Throughout the two-

week Seminar we have discussed many ways for preserving man's artistic heritage 

such as the technical, procedural and financial means. However, in answer to the 

general challenge of preserving cultural identity, probably the most all 

encompassing solution lies in education at all levels on the significance of the 

cultural patrimony to a place. 

2. The Role of the Private Sector by Ivan Muchka. 

For those of us at the Seminar who came from what were formerly referred to as 

the Eastern Bloc Countries, the role of the private sector as discussed here is 

especially interesting. Those of us in socialist countries which are becoming 

democratized see this question of the private sector role as a great new 

challenge. The various countries comprising the Eastern Bloc dealt with 

preservation of their cultural patrimony in various ways, but in all cases 

private initiative was kept at a minimum, with most decisions on matters of 

historic preservation, such as legislation, budget and process being the role of 

the State. 

The stories of the remarkable successes of the 'Grass Roots' movements of 

citizens banding together to save both the man-built and the natural environment, 

must be shared in future East-West discussions. The idea of 'helping people to 

help themselves", the principle objective of philanthropy, is a most impressive 

concept which offers hope for the large challenges all preservationists face in 

their efforts to of safeguard the world's cultural heritage. 

However deeply committed, the participation of the private sector in the historic 
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preservation process is probably the least controversial issue of all in the 

effort to save the world's artistic and architectural heritage. It might be 

argued that the strength of private sector involvement is the strength of the 

whole preservation movement. 

3. Funding Methods: International and National by Zeynep Ahunbay. 

Funding the preservation of historic properties affects all levels of government 

in most countries and usually all of their citizens. However money is raised for 

this purpose, in all parts of the world there is one thing preservationists seem 

to have in common--not enough funding for the huge tasks of preserving the 

artistic and architectural heritage. 

The seemingly universal appeal of cultural heritage is helpful to the general 

cause which, in most countries, is being addressed at all levels. The growing 

concerns for pollution of the environment are very related to the fight to save 

the cultural patrimony. Of course, there are many other causes for the problems 

facing both the man-built and the natural environment today but as these problems 

are being confronted at all levels, so are the sources of support for these 

efforts. These sources are varied and include the individual, private and public 

organizations, philanthropic institutions and business enterprises. It appears 

more often than not, that certain types of people start these organized efforts 

at fundraising; the preservation activist is usually driven by belief in the 

common good, appreciative of history, resourceful and intelligent. 

Local fund drives often start with 'grass roots' interests, with municipal, 

regional and national fundraising being government-sponsored and/or public 
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appeal-type fund raising campaigns for international preservation programs, such 

as these of UNESCO or the World Monuments Fund, call upon individuals and 

institutions with global concerns. Such organizations serve as a catalyst for 

fund-raising, and usually channel their efforts at a select number of causes such 

as saving Venice, rescuing the monuments of the Nile Valley, or preserving the 

Athenian Acropolis. Worldwide consciousness of global preservation issues has 

increased greatly in recent years and offers new items for consideration in 

cooperative financing. 

4. Relations Between Initiative (Public and Private) and Authority by Mihai 

Opreanu. 

The general appeal of historic preservation is responded to by the two basic 

types of initiative: the public/private, and/or that assumed by some form of 

governing authority. Ideally, these two approaches would be interdependent and 

in equilibrium. In reality, however, the sharing of the initiative required to 

preserve the cultural patrimony is hardly ever in perfect equilibrium since the 

activity itself is in a constantly dynamic state. A major characteristic of the 

public/private initiative is that it inherently possesses a drive to accomplish 

its objective. The most valuable contribution of the governing authority is the 

institutional power it possesses, which is often especially helpful for large 

scale preservation efforts. The governing authority, on the other hand, often 

lacks the mobility, hence the initiative, to respond quickly to immediate issues. 

These realities regarding initiative are commonplace. Adding to the complexity 

of the issues is the fact that most countries seem to have to learn the lessons 

of sensible historic preservation for themselves, which can lead to unfortunate 
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results. A chief goal for preservationists today should be to become 

knowledgeable of the experiences of other nations in handling their similar 

problems. 

5. Establishment and Philosophy of Standards and Priorities by Juhan Maiste. 

There is no question that the past serves as an impressive and vitally important 

backdrop to the lives of most humans today. People seem to become increasingly 

interested in their history when the future becomes more uncertain. When the 

future is considered, it is usually in relation to goals for the next several 

years. As far as standards in the field of historic preservation are concerned, 

it might be more productive to observe present realities than to plan for the 

future. 

Our ideas about the monuments which comprise the built world are constantly 

changing and so must our standards and guidelines change for the preservation of 

these monuments. But changing our attitudes about preserving the built 

environment every 10-15 years can be a dangerous practice. An insightful look 

at present standards and guidelines in the field is likely to reveal that we are 

often too free in our ideas about how to treat our monuments. Especially with 

the growing prospect of a united Europe, maybe even a united world, we have all 

the more reason to unify the basic standards for preservation. The level of 

concern for common standards should be quite high while also allowing the 

identity of specific cultural characteristics to be expressed. 

6- The Significance of Grass Roots Support by Debashis Nayak. 

Personal experience has shown what works and does not work in instituting 'grass 
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roots' movements toward saving a built environment. Simply spending money on the 

cause without relating the effort to citizens, proved to be a failure in 

Calcutta, which is a good case in point. 

As with financial support, professional expertise can also be of limited use if 

'grass roots' efforts are improperly conceived and executed. Some basic steps 

in launching a successful 'grass roots' preservation effort are as follows: 

a. Clearly identify the objectives of the organization to all who are 

being served. 

b. Carefully organize the effort; clearly identify the leadership as 

trustworthy and competent. 

c. Interpret the project to all levels of the affected citizenry, and 

invite each person to participate in any way which is useful. 

d. Provide assistance especially to those who can aid the larger cause, 

i.e. "Help people to help themselves". 

e. Educate the constituency in a variety of ways in the terms they best 

understand, i.e. for inhabitants point out the promise of an 

improved guality of life; for the merchant, the potential for 

increased business; for government, the improved welfare of the 

citizenry. 

f. Keep the above objectives as simple as possible, thereby making each 

aspect accessible to all. 

g. Foster throughout the organization an enthusiasm for the task. Show 

a love of labor and above all, a love of those enjoined in the 

effort. 
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7. The Impact of Tourism: Its Advantages and Disadvantages by Alona Lifshitz. 

Everyone is occasionally a tourist. The participants of this Seminar certainly 

can be considered tourists as we are from all parts of the world, gathered here 

in Salzburg, where we meet and also tour the city and its hinterland. 

A principal advantage of tourism is that it makes the world a smaller place. 

History tells us that conflicts between countries have dissolved owing in no 

small part to tourism. Take for instance, France and England. Even more obvious 

is the relationship of tourism to commerce. The prospect appeals to the widest 

possible range of interests from the individual to governments. 

The problems of tourism vary from country to country. It is, therefore, 

impossible to generalize about solutions to problems of tourism such as 

overcrowding, wear to monuments, vandalism, etc. It is, however, always 

worthwhile to learn from the experiences of others in handling tourism at 

historic sites. However, in the end, each site has its own considerations, which 

in turn offer their separate planning challenges. These challenges are rarely 

insurmountable from a design or planning point of view, and we, as preservation 

professionals, are best prepared to deal with these issues. 

8. The Role of New Architecture in Old Settings by Aysil Yavuz. 

The built environment is a generally shared asset of mankind which we should 

preserve for future generations for a variety of important reasons. To preserve 

this heritage we must realize that the past must not be seen merely as an 

alternative to the new or vice versa. The old and new must co-exist in order to 

best present a 'sense of place' at any given location. 
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In this respect, the use of past styles for designs in new architecture in an 

historic setting is not necessarily the answer. Harmony of the new with the 

existing should not mean using a replica or the complete facade vocabulary of the 

surrounding buildings since this can lead to a loss of authenticity of the whole. 

The prudent use of our natural resources should induce the notion of preserving 

the reusable building stock. This attitude should certainly include the large 

percentage of extant buildings in the world considered to be aspects of the 

cultural heritage. In all cases existing buildings should not only be valued by 

their economic life but should be viewed in terms of their material life. With 

the preservation techniques at our disposal today, the material life of most 

existing buildings can be extended indefinitely. 

Sensible planning for growth in urban environments which respects the existing 

buildings avoids the troublesome issues of placing the new and old at opposite 

ends of the spectrum, allowing for an evident continuum of history as well as 

human values. 

9. New Uses for Old Buildings by Isabel Stuebe. 

The 'adaptive use' of buildings which have lost their former functions is 

ordinarily the best solution for insuring a structure's preservation, as opposed 

to 'embalming' buildings as period presentations. Several levels of 

intervention can be applied at a given site ranging from careful restoration of 

the character-defining elements to alteration or removal of insignificant or 

disfiguring details. One of the most concise definitions of of 'adaptive use' 

is the U.S. Department of Interior's description of 'rehabilitation' as: 
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"the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair 
or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while 
preserving those portions and features of the property which are 
significant to its historic, architectural and cultural values." 

Ten standards which follow this definition include references to compatible new 

use, minimum alteration to retain the original character of a building, respect 

for its history, sensitive treatment of extant craftsmanship, the merits of 

repairing rather than replacing historic fabric, using compatible new materials 

where necessary and planning alterations which can be removed at a later date. 

These standards are intended to insure the quality of all preservation 

interventions and to a degree vary in their application at each project. 

During the seminar many interesting examples of adaptive use have been presented 

including: churches reused as community centers, country houses adapted for use 

as apartments, hotels or reception facilities, a department store reused as a 

conservation laboratory, industrial monuments reused as museums, and indeed 

Schloss Leopoldskron and Meirhof used to accommodate the Salzburg Seminar. 

The reuse of old buildings will increase given the exponential growth in building 

in recent times. Based on lessons learned to date, the successful planning of 

each project will require resourcefulness, imagination and an increased respect 

for preserving a building's character-defining elements. 

II. Suggestions for Future Salzburg Sessions 

1. Perspective of Presentation by Ioannis Epaminondas. 

Given the holistic nature of the seminar subject "Preservation of Art and 

Architecture", and its stated concern for international issues, there was a 
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disproportionate concern for preservation issues from the American viewpoint. 

Future seminars might seek more diverse representation, at least in the formal 

lecture series. 

The role of private initiative in historic preservation was stressed over the 

various roles that governments have played. The role in preservation of all 

levels of government, local, central and international cooperative efforts, 

should be further represented in future seminars. 

There was a tendency to refer to grander, high-style architecture in the various 

presentations. In future sessions, there should be a discussion of urban and 

rural architecture and planning, the vernacular matrix that gives character to 

everyday experience. 

2. Strategies and Goals for International Cooperation by Mustafa Olgun. 

International cooperation is the main hope for solving the large scale issues 

facing the preservation field. International organizations are often in unique 

positions to solve the larger issues of funding, technological exchange and 

serving as pressure groups for preservation causes. The relatively 'innocent' 

idea of saving the world's historical architectural patrimony has proven to be 

a sound basis on which to rally international effort and consensus. It is the 

implementation of this consensus that seems to be the greatest difficulty. 

As international cooperative efforts such as the E.E.C., cooperative border re

definitions, and the work of the ICCROM increase, national identities must be 

retained. On the other hand, preservationists must also not lose their vision 
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to save the cultural patrimony worldwide. In any case the work of 

preservationists must never be relinquished entirely to the political arena. 

Future seminar sessions might address these concerns in greater depth as regional 

issues, and place these studies in the context of global preservation efforts. 

3. Seminar Format Variation by Marion Meek. 

The present seminar's approach toward imparting information related mostly to 

verbal presentations ranging from formal lectures in the morning, to workshops 

in the afternoon, to informal presentations in the evening, organized on an ad 

hoc basis. Each type of presentation usually provided adequate related 

discussion time and in addition, there was ample opportunity available for 

Fellows to discuss issues privately. Slides, videos, books and drawings helped 

in these communications. With a subject which depends normally on practical 

work, the lack of 'hands on' experience was felt by some, e.g. analysis of a 

district of Salzburg. Collective problem solving would be instructive, such as 

the challenge of resolving a hypothetical situation, a brainstorming session or 

the collective development of a preservation plan. Working together on such 

exercises has a social and instructive role very much in the spirit of the 

Salzburg Seminar ethic. 

Prior to arrival at seminars, future Fellows might be informed in greater detail 

regarding specific material they should bring for presentations and contributions 

to the library so that they can make their mark in the best possible way. 
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4. Philosophy and Ethics of Preservation Kirby Talley. 

The large number of variables which can face each preservation issue requires an 

ethical approach. The choice of philosophical approach is usually significant 

since it can affect the futures of buildings as well as their users. It is 

impossible to return a building completely to its earlier state of existence. 

Furthermore, our notion of the historical context of a site is constantly 

changing. 

Future seminars should address attitudes toward the various levels of 

preservation intervention, in light of cumulative experience in the field, 

their philosophical rationale, and attempt to codify some conclusions beyond the 

presently available standards and charters for historic preservation. Standards 

of education and professional practice, even licensing, should be examined as 

well. 

5. Preservation Techniques and Case Studies by David Slattery. 

Technical preservation issues were only lightly examined at this seminar, 

probably for the reason that it tends to be a specialty in its own right. 

Preservation techniques are, however, critical elements in the overall subject 

and detailed examinations of case studies are often the best means of information 

exchange. 

Future sessions should address appropriate preservation techniques, and 

methodologies using all available media for learning, including site visits to 

observe technical procedures and practical exercises. 
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6. Education and Training by Alona Lifshitz. 

Effective education and practical training is essential to the future success of 

the preservation movement. There are many aspects to this part of the field 

since who we are training often varies widely, including not just professionals, 

but also volunteers and part time or amateur operatives, and craftsmen, 

technicians and professionals, all in need of specialist training. The fact is 

that the strength of the preservation profession lies in its interdisciplinary 

nature; thus, interdisciplinary training should be assumed in most, if not all, 

future training efforts. 

Future Salzburg Sessions might address methods of education in historic 

preservation, standards and future professional roles. 

7. The Public Sector Preservation Framework by Feral Eke. 

Due to size, strength and position, public groups, whether governmental or extra-

governmental, are major forces in the fight to save the cultural patrimony. 

However, organized public sector roles in historic preservation can be both 

positive and negative. Such organizations are often slow to react and are 

insensitive to subtleties noticed at the individual or private level of 

operation. Hence, the need for even better public/private collaboration in 

preservation, probably in all areas of the world. 

In this formula, important guestions arise as to when should such collaborations 

occur, and what limits should the public authority set. Also of concern are the 

most effective measures for public control over the activities of the individual, 

the need for public participation in decision making, and how to provide 
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incentives to the entrepreneur through grants and the law. 

A future Salzburg Seminar session should examine in depth the essentials of 

public/private collaborations for historic preservation in light of past 

experience in a number of countries. 
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TECHNICAL STUDIES AT SCHLOSS LEOPOLDSKRON 
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TECHNICAL STUDIES AT SCHLOSS LEOPOLDSKRON 

At the time of introductory tour of Schloss Leopoldskron, Carl Schmidt, Director, 

invited the participation of all Fellows who might wish to contribute their 

expertise to solving some current architectural preservation problems at the 

Salzburg Seminar facility. The following people volunteered to address, in at 

least a cursory way, the preservation topics listed below: 

Avishai Ben-Abba 

Ioannis Epanminondas 

Anni Kauppi 

Alona Lifshitz 

Mihai Opreanu 

Jan Otava 

David Park 

David Slattery 

John Stubbs 

Kirby Talley 

Pavel Toplak 

Project 

Picture Gallery Development & Related Structural 
Stabilization 

Special Architectural Design Issues 

Research on the Max Reinhardt Outdoor Theatre 

Revisions to Support Facilities and Landscape Ideas 

General Structural Observations and Ideas for 
Improved Acoustics 

Improvements to Thermal Efficiency of Windows 

Painted Finishes Preservation in the Chapel 

Exterior Building Stone and Garden Sculpture 
Conservation 

A Suggested Table of Contents for an Historic 
Structure Report 

Ideas for the Improved Preservation and 
Presentation of Art in the Red and Chinese Rooms 

Ideas for Improved Lighting and Conference 
Amenities 

The above mentioned studies are on file at the Director's office, Salzburg 
Seminar. 
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